INTRODUCING THE 2016 CT

CT 200h
The most fuel-efficient gas-powered luxury vehicle, with an EPA-estimated 42-MPG combined rating, five-door versatility, Electronically controlled Continuously Variable Transmission, driver-selected driving modes, double-wishbone rear suspension and "Yamaha" lateral performance dampers.

CT 200h F SPORT
Exclusive F SPORT-tuned suspension; LFA-inspired steering wheel with perforated leather trim and F SPORT badge; aggressive F SPORT styling including a black roof, rear spoiler with aerodynamic cutouts and an interior trimmed in Black NuLuxe or available Black leather with white perforations.
Curb your inhibitions

Don’t think of it as an open road. Think of it as a blank slate. The 2016 Lexus CT opens the door to the unexpected. Let your curiosity drive you.
AWAKEN THE IMAGINATION AT EVERY TURN

What’s the one thing that makes the CT such an exhilarating drive? Everything. Engineered to deliver the fuel efficiency you expect with the dynamic handling you crave, the CT puts more into every mile. With advanced aerodynamics and a low center of gravity, the CT is your chance to experience the true meaning of joyride.

Options and aftermarket-modified vehicles shown.
The luxury five-door hybrid your tailgating and camping trips have been waiting for, the CT features a versatile interior and customizable cargo space.
42 MILES. ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES.

THE SEAT OF POWER

Connect with the road and the unexpected with the race-inspired driver's cockpit. Low-set bolstered sport seats, a wide-grip steering wheel and a low hood with generous visibility add to the driver-centric interior.
DRIVE MODE SELECT

Drive Mode Select lets you choose your level of responsiveness and efficiency. Select EV mode in certain situations to operate on battery alone and eliminate emissions. ECO mode moderates throttle response and hybrid system power for increased fuel efficiency. Choose Sport mode for a thrilling throttle response and maximized steering feel.
The CT is driving change with an innovative crop of sustainable materials.

Welcome to luxury with a green thumb. Harvesting even more ways to go green, the CT uses plant-based plastics that contain 30% sustainable materials, including significant use of sugarcane. And, the CT’s state-of-auditory-art features a sound as clear as its conscience.

Harnessing the beauty of one of the fastest-growing plants on Earth, the luxury hybrid boasts the industry’s first speakers constructed with sustainable bamboo charcoal resin. Get behind the wheel of a CT to turn heads, and a new leaf, with every drive.
UNADULTERATED LUXURY

Comfort that conserves. NuLuxe isn’t just inviting. It’s innovative. Weighing half as much as leather, NuLuxe generates 60% fewer CO₂ emissions during the manufacturing process than other leather substitutions—and produces zero volatile organic compounds during the production process.

CT shown with Caramel NuLuxe interior trim // Options above.
LEXUS ENFORM

THE NEXT LEVEL OF CONNECTIVITY

LEXUS Enform, our available suite of branded connected services, consists of five products, each of which offers unique ways to enhance the driving experience. With a complimentary first year of service—entertainment, convenience and peace of mind are now within reach.

SAFETY CONNECT

LEXUS Enform Safety Connect® offers you the peace of mind of knowing that assistance can be there when you need it most. Whether you’re involved in a collision and unable to call for help, your vehicle is stolen, or there is some other type of emergency, assistance can be sent directly to your vehicle’s GPS location.

SERVICE CONNECT

Our new LEXUS Enform Service Connect® offers remote access to information about your vehicle’s status and maintenance needs. Easily accessed through LexusDrivers.com or the My LEXUS and Beyond mobile app, you can get information on everything from your vehicle’s fuel level and mileage to maintenance alerts and vehicle health reports.

REMOTE

The LEXUS Enform Remote® mobile app can remotely start the engine, lock and unlock doors, check the status of doors and windows as well as your fuel level, and can help find your vehicle’s location in a parking lot. And, should you loan your LEXUS to another driver, you can receive instant alerts if, for example, a preset speed or mile limit is exceeded.

DESTINATIONS

LEXUS Enform Destinations® offers convenient 24-hour, en-route navigation assistance from a live response center agent who can help you find locations and automatically upload the destinations to your available Navigation System. Planning a trip? You can also search, save and upload destinations from the comfort of your home or office.

APP SUITE

The LEXUS Enform App Suite® offers access to your favorite mobile applications through your vehicle’s center-console display. After downloading the app on your compatible smartphone, you can search local listings, stream music, place restaurant reservations and buy movie tickets—all from the center-console display.

DELIVERY AND TECHNOLOGY SPECIALISTS

To help you get the most out of these and other LEXUS features, a Vehicle Delivery Specialist will walk you through nearly every setting and function you desire. And to answer questions that arise after delivery, a Vehicle Technology Specialist can offer expert guidance in person or without you ever leaving the driveway via camera-enabled iPad® apps like FaceTime®. Learn more about these complimentary services at lexus.com/specialists.
SUBSCRIPTION-FREE TRAFFIC AND WEATHER

To help you arrive sooner, Lexus provides an industry-first subscription-free Traffic and Weather service. Accessed through the 7.0-inch color display included with the available Navigation or Lexus Display Audio Systems, this feature offers up-to-date information for road congestion and changing weather conditions on the main display.

INVISIBLE INNOVATION

SIRI® EYES FREE

The innovative Siri Eyes Free connects with your compatible iPhone®, enabling you to access e-mail, send text messages and more. The available Siri feature can also search your portable music collection and use the results to create customized playlists.
PRE-COLLISION SYSTEM

Go further with greater peace of mind. To help prepare for and, if possible, avoid potential front collisions, an available Pre-Collision System is designed to watch the road ahead for obstacles and warn you of their presence with audible alerts and visible indications. This advanced technology feature can even preload the brakes to help optimize braking power the moment the brake pedal is depressed.

SMARTACCESS

The SmartAccess key fob lets you lock and unlock your doors and start the push-button ignition—all without having to take your keys out of your pocket or purse. As soon as the sensors detect the presence of your SmartAccess key, the door unlocks when you touch a front-door handle.

BACKUP CAMERA

The available backup camera uses an inconspicuous lens mounted above the license plate to enable the driver to view more objects in the vehicle’s path when driving in reverse.

DYNAMIC RADAR CRUISE CONTROL

Available Dynamic Radar Cruise Control can help maintain a preset distance from the car traveling in front of you by automatically reducing the throttle and even applying the brakes (at speeds above 25 mph). Once the road clears, the CT returns to its preset speed.
F SPORT

Take the art of expression further. Performance and style reach their peak with the race-inspired details and dynamic handling found in the CT F SPORT. Aggressive F SPORT aesthetics turn heads from all angles as a sporty drive turns the tables on just what a luxury hybrid can do.

INSTINCTIVE HANDLING.
DISTINCTIVE EDGE.
EVERYWHERE BUT MIDDLE OF THE ROAD

Tempt the bold with commanding F SPORT details. Designed to enhance the dynamic driving experience, the CT F SPORT epitomizes standout style. A black roof, emboldened spindle grille with the exclusive F SPORT mesh pattern, dominant rear spoiler and 17-inch split-five-spoke alloy wheels™ with Graphite two-tone finish set the stage for a sleek interior.

Aluminum pedals and scuff plates provide an edge to the contemporary styling of the low-set bolstered sport seats, available Black leather trim with white perforations, and LFA-inspired perforated leather–trimmed steering wheel and shift lever.
DYNAMIC F SPORT PERFORMANCE

Tuned by the same team that engineered the world-renowned LFA supercar, the CT F SPORT takes performance from refined to raw.

Exclusive sport-tuned suspension optimizes direct handling, revised shock absorbers and lowering springs increase responsiveness, bespoke coil spring settings with advanced roll rigidity throughout the body elevate driving dynamics, and aerodynamic cutouts in the rear spoiler help provide added downforce for greater grip and control.
CUSTOM-AMAZE

ELEVATE YOUR EDGE WITH THE NEW CT F SPORT SPECIAL EDITION ARRIVING LATE FALL 2015

Adding to the suite of available F SPORT Accessories, the CT F SPORT Special Edition is the next evolution of expression. With an Atomic Silver exterior, two-tone Black and Scarlet interior, and distinctive contrast stitching, limited edition means unlimited impact.
**STANDARD ON EVERY CT**

- SmartAccess™ with push-button Start/Stop
- Drive Mode Select
- 60/40-split fold-down rear seats
- Dual-zone automatic climate control with interior air filter
- Tilt-and-telescopic steering column
- Power windows with one-touch open/close
- Lexus six-speaker sound system with in-dash CD player
- Bluetooth® and USB smartphone connectivity
- Steering-wheel-mounted audio, phone and display controls
- LED daytime running lights (DRL)
- 17-in split-five-spoke alloy wheels
- NuLuxe interior trim
- Retractable cargo-area cover
- Eight standard airbags
- Vehicle Stability Control (VSC)
- Lexus Enform Safety Connect® Complimentary for the first year of ownership

**FUEL ECONOMY CITY/HIGHWAY/COMBINED RATING**

- **FWD STANDARD**
  - 0-60: 9.8 s
  - CITY: 43 EST. MPG
  - HWY: 40 EST. MPG
  - CMB: 42 EST. MPG

**ECVT ELECTRONICALLY CONTROLLED CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE TRANSMISSION**

**DIMENSIONS**

- OVERALL LENGTH: 171.2 IN / WHEELBASE: 102.4 IN / WIDTH: 69.5 IN (MIRRORS FOLDED) / HEIGHT: 57.3 IN

**INDIVIDUAL OPTIONS**

- Electrochromic (auto-dimming) inside mirror and backup camera
- Power moonroof
- LED headlamps with washers and dynamic auto-leveling, and LED foglamps
- Intuitive Parking Assist™
- Pre-Collision System™ and Dynamic Radar Cruise Control™

**Total system HP**

- CT 200h / CT 200h F SPORT
  - 134 TOTAL SYSTEM HP

**LITERS**

- 1.8 LITERS

**ATKINSON-CYCLE ENGINE + LEXUS HYBRID DRIVE**

**IN-LINE 4 Cylinder**

**CT 200h** and **CT 200h F SPORT**

**EST. MPG**

- CITY: 43
- HWY: 40
- CMB: 42

**Electronic Continuously Variable Transmission (ECVT)**
PACKAGES

SEAT COMFORT PACKAGE
A Heated front seats
B Eight-way power-adjustable driver’s seat; four-way power-adjustable front passenger seat

PREMIUM PACKAGE
Includes all Seat Comfort Package equipment, plus:
- Rain-sensing wipers

C Electrochromic (auto-dimming) inside mirror with compass
- HomeLink™ universal transceiver to operate compatible garage, gate, home lighting and home security systems

LUXURY PACKAGE
Includes all Premium Package equipment, plus:
D Perforated leather interior trim
- Lexus Memory System to control power driver’s seat and outside mirrors
E Electrochromic (auto-dimming) outside mirrors with auto tilt-down in reverse

DISPLAY AUDIO PACKAGE
F Lexus Premium Sound System with 10 speakers
- Color multimedia display
- Voice command
- Siri Eyes Free® compatibility
- Backup camera
- Subscription-free Traffic and Weather updates via HD Radio
- Lexus Enform Service Connect® and Remote app. Complimentary for the first year of ownership

NAVIGATION PACKAGE
Includes all Display Audio Package equipment, plus:
- Navigation System® with color multimedia display and Lexus Enform App Suite

WHEELS

17-in
- SPLIT-FIVE-SPOKE ALLOY WHEELS
  - STANDARD CT

F SPORT
- F SPORT-tuned suspension
- F SPORT front fascia and mesh grille
- Black roof
- Rear spoiler with aerodynamic cutouts
- Aluminum pedals
- F SPORT front fender and rear door badges
- Black leather interior trim with white perforations

17-in
- SPLIT-FIVE-SPOKE ALLOY WHEELS WITH GRAPHITE TWO-TONE FINISH
  - STANDARD CT SPORT

17-in
- SPLIT-FIVE-SPOKE ALLOY WHEELS
  - AVAILABLE

F SPORT
- F SPORT–tuned suspension
- F SPORT front fascia and mesh grille
- Black roof
- Rear spoiler with aerodynamic cutouts
- Aluminum pedals
- F SPORT front fender and rear door badges
- Black leather interior trim with white perforations

F SPORT W/LUXURY PACKAGE
Includes all CT F SPORT and Luxury Package equipment, plus:
- Black leather interior trim with white perforations

G Remote Touch®
- Lexus Enform Destinations® Complimentary for the first year of ownership
ACCESSORIES

A  ALL-WEATHER FLOOR MATS
Durable channels help keep moisture, dirt and debris from marring the carpet.

B  ILLUMINATED DOOR SILLS
Illuminated door sills include a protective, stainless-steel overlay.

C  REAR BUMPER PROTECTOR
Helps protect against scrapes, dings and scratches.

D  F SPORT LOWERING SPRINGS
Provide a more aggressive stance and a lower center of gravity.

E  F SPORT SWAY BARS
Ride flatter through corners with enhanced driver control.

F  ENVELOPE CARGO NET
Durable elastic-mesh net holds items upright and in place.

For a complete list of Genuine Lexus Accessories, visit lexus.com/CT/accessories